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Graphic
Editing 
Workshop
30.11.2019

”LEARNING CREATIVE SKILLS WITH
GRAPHICS FOR THE FUTURE OF
SPREADING NEWS OF TODAY.”



Ikatan Naluri
28.12.2019

”THERE ARE FRIENDS, FAMILIES TOO. BUT THERE ARE ALSO FRIENDS
WHO BECOME FAMILY.”



Sports
Anthem
06.12.2019 - 08.12.2019 

”THE ONLY TIME YOU’LL SEE EVERYONE
SCREAMING FOR THEIR BATCHMATES, TO BE
HONEST.”











Interbatch Debate
Championship  
10.12.2019, 12.12.2019 & 16.12.2019

”WE DON’T FIGHT, WE ONLY PRACTICE HEALTHY DISAGREEMENTS TO
UNDERSTAND THE WORLD.”



Bakti
Siswa 1.0 
03.01.2020 - 05.01.2020

”GIVING IS NOT ALWAYS ABOUT
DONATION, IT’S ABOUT MAKING A
DIFFERENCE.”





TDM Internal
10.01.2020 - 12.01.2020

“MAKE CONNECTIONS, NOT COMPETITIONS,
BECAUSE TOGETHER WE ARE BETTER.”



Medic Got
Talent
07.03.2020

”EVERYONE IS GIFTED BUT IT IS
THAT ONE STEP OF SHOWCASING IT
ON STAGE THAT TURNS TALENT
INTO PASSION.”





Medical Olympiad
2020 
02.03.2020, 03.03.2020 & 09.03.2020

”TRANSITIONING TO CLINICAL YEARS ISN’T COMPLETE WITHOUT
MASTERING KNOWLEDGE FROM PRE-CLINICAL YEARS.”



Clinical
Medical
Olympiad
2020 
24.08.2020 - 26.08.2020

”GETTING EQUIPPED TO BE A DOCTOR SOON!”





White Coat
Race 2020 
07.03.2020

”A COMPREHENSIVELY FUN EXPOSURE TO
THE BEAUTY OF MEDICAL SCHOOL
THROUGH EXCITING GAMES!” 
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iMed
01.09.2019 - 05.09.2019

”MEDICAL SCHOOL 101: A
SURVIVAL GUIDE.”



Cambodia
Outreach
Project
13.09.2019

”BEYOND BORDERS - RECONNECT YOUR
WORLD WITH EXPERIENCE.” 





AMSA
Health
Day: Kita
Project
22.11.2019 - 24.11.2019

”EDUCATION IS THE WAY
FORWARD. TOGETHER, WE CAN
MAKE A DIFFERENCE.”



Connecting Our
Community 3.0
07.12.2019

”LEARNING ABOUT DISEASES FROM THE BOOKS IS ONE THING.
APPROACHING A COMMUNITY WITH THAT PARTICULAR CONDITION
IS ANOTHER.” 



MIVG
21.12.2019 - 22.12.2019

”YES, MEDICAL STUDENTS PLAY
SPORTS TOO.”
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Pinktober
2019
02.10.2019

”THESE LUMPS AREN’T HERE FOR
SHOW, AND EVERYONE HAS TO
KNOW ABOUT IT.”







Basic  Surgical
Skills 2019
02.11.2019

”WE MAY NOT BE OPERATING ON HUMANS YET, BUT THESE NIMBLE
FINGERS NEED PRACTICE!”
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Back to
School
14.12.2019

”EDUCATIONAL ACCESS AND
SUPPLIES ARE EVERY CHILD’S
RIGHTS. AFTER ALL, THEY ARE
THE FUTURE OF OUR NATION.”



Karnival
Kesihatan
Orang Asli
Gombak
29.12.2019

”NEVER FORGET THE NATIVES IN THE
RURALS. THEIR HEALTH MATTERS
TOO.”



Pearl of
Wisdom
07.01.2020

”VOLUNTEERISM IS NOT A COOL THING TO DO. IT IS A
NOBLE THING TO DO.”



Karnival
Kesihatan Orang
Asli Sg.Buloh 
01.03.2020

”HEALTH EDUCATION IS A PRIVILEGE. IF YOU ARE PRIVILEGED
ENOUGH TO LEARN IT, PREACH IT
TO OTHERS WHO DO NOT SHARE YOUR PRIVILEGE.”
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Festival
Keusahawanan
UiTM
19.10.2019

”GET YOUR RANDOM
NECESSITY HERE!”



Jalinan
Kasih
20.10.2019 - 01.03.2020

”SPRING CLEANING HAS NEVER FELT
MORE SOUL-ENRICHING.”



ALIS
Gathering
23.10.2019 & 24.12.2019

”TOGETHER IS ALWAYS BETTER.”



Bengkel Photoshop
24.10.2019

“FOR EVERY SELF-TAUGHT GRAPHIC DESIGNER STUDENT IN AN
ASSOCIATION, IS A HANDY BASIC PHOTOSHOP WORKSHOP FROM THE
ASSOCIATION ITSELF. KUDOS FOR THE TREMENDOUS EFFORTS TO
TEACH AND EXPAND THE HORIZONS OF THE MEMBERS!”



Kuliah
Maghrib
24.10.2019 - 13.10.2020

“AS THE DAYS ARE ALWAYS FILLED WITH
MEDICAL JARGON, THIS SHORT PERIOD OF
PEACE - FILLED WITH OUR GROUP PRAYER
AND STORIES OF OUR PROPHETS IS A
GETAWAY AND A REJUVENATING PERIOD
FOR OUR STUDENTS.”



Bengkel
Pengurusan
Organisasi
29.10.2019

“EVENT MANAGEMENT IS NO SMALL THING.
IT AFFECTS EVERY PERSON ON THE
HIERARCHY. PROPER EVENT
MANAGEMENT WILL HAVE THE HAPPIEST
OF MEMBERS AND PARTICIPANTS!”



Sedulang
Sejiwa
31.10.2019 - 12.03.2020

“THE BEST WAY TO GET TO
SOMEONE’S HEART IS THROUGH THEIR
STOMACH. THE BEST WAY TO GET
EVERYONE TOGETHER IS A FEAST.”



Bulan Cinta Rasul
18.11.2019 - 26.11.2019

“BLESSED TO HAVE THE MOST LOVING OF PROPHETS. HIS LOVE
EXISTED BEFORE WE EXISTED OURSELVES. TWO WEEKS OF
SHOWING OFF OUR OWN LOVE TO OUR PROPHET, IS THE LEAST WE
COULD DO AMONG OURSELVES.”



Bengkel
Vegas Pro
21.11.2019

”YOU GOTTA ADMIT, ALIS’S VIDEO-
EDITING SKILLS ARE ON POINT.”



Nida’:
Nourishing
Islam The
Deen of Allah
10.12.2019 - 25.02.2020

”YOU LEAVE THESE TALKS FEELING
LIKE A DIFFERENT PERSON. IN THE
BEST WAY POSSIBLE, OF COURSE.”



Pearls
of Life
13.12.2019 - 28.02.2020

”GIRLS JUST WANNA HAVE
FUN”, BUT MAKE IT HALAL.



Al-
Fatihah
in Me
14.12.2019

”SO THAT’S WHY IT’S CALLED “THE
MOTHER OF THE BOOK”. OH YEAH,
IT’S ALL COMING TOGETHER”



Family
Day ALIS
16.12.2019

“NOTHING LIKE BASKING IN THE
SIMPLE JOYS OF STRAWBERRIES,
FLOWERS AND THE (NOT-SO) COLD
CAMERON AIR WITH YOUR FAM.”



Bengkel Fardhu Ain
21.12.2019

”TIME TO GET BACK TO BASICS!”



Fiqh Perubatan
10.03.2020

”FULL TIME DOCTOR,
PART-TIME USTAZ/USTAZAH.”



Smart
Generation
Camp
13.03.2020 & 14.03.2020

YOU KNOW WHAT THEY SAY, “START ‘EM
YOUNG!”
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Scream Night 2.0
24.12.2019

“WE BRING THE FUN IN FUNDRAISING. GHOSTS AND FAKE BLOOD ARE
JUST WHAT OUR STUDENTS NEED AFTER BURNING THE MIDNIGHT
OIL FOR TOO MANY NIGHTS. LET THE SCREAMS BE HEARD.” 
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Kidney Run
2019: Fikir
Transplant
24.11.2019

“TIME FOR CHANGE! IN HOPES OF RAISING
PUBLIC AWARENESS ON THE INCREASING
NEED FOR ORGAN DONORS, OUR
STUDENTS HAVE TAKEN AN INITIATIVE
TO ORGANIZE THIS FIKIR TRANSPLANT
RUN FOR THE PUBLIC TO JOIN IN AND
HOPEFULLY LEARN A THING OR TWO ON
THE IMPORTANCE OF ORGAN DONATION
IN MALAYSIA.”









HIGHHIGH  ACHIACHI



EVERSEVERS 19/2019/20



Our HighOur High
AchieversAchievers  

2019/20202019/2020



There’s a lot, to be honest. But, there is one experience I would
like to share. When I was in my 2nd semester, my group was
doing DSL with this one lecturer. However, just because we
didn’t read the textbook before the class, the class immediately
got postponed! Simply put, we were asked to read it before the
next one.

 I thought it was a waste of time and was quite upset with the
situation. Then we had our semester exams - there was one
question with 10 marks.  I only managed to answer it just
because I read those books. In the end, I was thankful for the
reading! This just shows that our lecturers know best, and we
should listen to them. 
 

Semester 3 came and that same lecturer became my PBL
facilitator. He taught me a lot, particularly when it comes to
enhancing my soft skills. Before I entered med school, I was not
confident in speaking in English. Especially with an audience.
But he kept encouraging me anyway! 

1.What motivated you to excel and achieve the best
performance in the pre-clinical professional exams?

I wanted to do better than what I used to get in the
previous semesters ( semester 2 or 3) - so, I had to work
harder. Also, I simply wanted to maintain good grades for
all of my exams.

2. What is the most prominent experience in your med
school life?

3. What is your favorite subject during pre-clinical years?

I really enjoy studying all subjects in Medicine, but if I were
to choose, it would be Anatomy, Pharmacology, and
Microbiology

4. Do you have any habits for success? What are they?

I don’t know if this is considered a habit for success, but I have
been doing it daily. (1) Sleep early, to wake up earlier, the
latest by 6 am, just so that I could attend the 8 am lecture.
Focusing on the lecture early in the morning provides me 50%
understanding. So, when I revise - it is easier. (2) I  practice
gratitude daily. We all need to have a positive mindset, but it
must be realistic as well. (3) Lastly, I reward myself once a
week – usually during the weekend, I skip my study sessions,
watch movies, and karaoke with my housemates.

5. Do you prefer studying individually or in groups?
I prefer studying individually because I tend to get distracted in
study groups as we would talk about various things and end up -
not studying. Study groups for me would only last 15 minutes.

Interviewer: Asyahirah Ariffin

Interviewee: Noor Shahirah Binti Zuraidi (Anatomy Prize
Award-Best Performance in Pre-Clinical Pro Exam)



6. What is your most effective studying regime?

When it comes to studying, I divided it into two.
 

For the daily study sessions - for a new topic, it would usually take more time
as I have to achieve maximum understanding. I use lecture notes as my
reference; then, I would make my own (but not for all subjects). For example -
in pharmacology, I draw tables for each drug and its parameters. It makes it
easier whenever I want to revise. If I have difficulty understanding, I would
search online or ask my friends. After finishing one topic, I would do
immediately try to recall. Lastly, I would answer the learning outcomes and
SGS questions. If I am too lazy to study, I would search for online medical
quizzes and answer them.

For exams, I would divide my remaining time according to how many topics I
have to cover. It is usually overwhelming. However, with my daily study
sessions - it’s easier.

7. Have you ever experienced tough times? If yes, how did you
manage to pull yourself through?

Life always has tough times. If I am in a tough situation, I
would ask myself - do I need a solution? Or do I need to relax?
If I need to relax, I will take my time to meditate and do
routines that calm me down. If I need to vent or find a solution,
I will talk to close friends or my younger sister. I don’t usually
share my difficulties with my mom as I don’t want to worry
her.

8. What is the one life lesson that has built you up when you
feel down?

This question reminds me of a quote: In life, what you want
will never come easy. If it’s easy, it will never last long. For
example, studying Medicine is a lifelong journey. If it’s easy,
everyone would do it! We are the chosen ones, so why not?

9. Is there anyone whom you look up to that drove you to
achieve such outstanding performance? If yes, who?

My mom. My father passed away 21 years ago. So, she’s the
only one who has been  taking care of us. She’s also really
sweet and funny. I really enjoy talking to my mom.

10. Who pushed you to be the best version of
yourself today?
Myself. Even though my mom is very supportive.
Yet, she never pushed me or placed high
expectations on me. So, I pushed myself. I love
seeing her reactions towards my achievements,
all the time.



11. How are you coping with studies amidst MCO?
It’s a little hectic. During the earlier periods, I was very excited because everything will be
online. But, I started to lose focus, especially during bad connections. Plus, there were also
prerecorded lectures and live lectures to cover in a day. However, overall I’m doing okay.

12. Do you prefer ODL or the usual face-to-face (F2F) learning system?

Of course the F2F system. Firstly, it provides a better understanding. Secondly, our
discipline is better, because it is more systematic and organized.

13. Did you ever think you could attain such achievement? Why?

No, and yes. chuckles
 No, because I didn’t think I worked that hard. Perhaps, it's more to my mom’s
prayers, with the mercy of Allah. Plus, if I were to compare with my friends – for
example, my roommate - she studied way more compared to me. 
 Yes, because throughout semester 4, my results were improving. So, that gave me a
headstart.

14. When you heard about the joyful news, what was your reaction?
When the result came out, they only stated it as pass/fail. One
day, I was doing the elective, I got a phone call from the
academic office saying that the Dean wanted to see me. I went
to the meeting. As it turns out, there were eight of us with
good performance for the professional exam; however, seven
of us were overseas doing electives. I ended up being the only
one there!
 I was so happy while in shock! I was simply out of words

when Prof. Zamrin and Dr. Shahrul Azlin showed me the
charts. I shed tears of joy.

15. What are your future plans after graduating ?
I want to take a part time job to save money. I love money. chuckles

16. Do you have any tips/advice for us to follow in your footsteps?

I still have a long journey and much to learn. I don’t think I deserve
to give any advice. Yet, if I were to do so, it would be – first and
foremost, take good care of your relationship with Allah, your
parents and, your friends as they are the ones who will be praying
for you. Secondly, respect your teachers no matter what. Thirdly,
you need to plan your studies and work hard. Other people say we
need to study smart. But for people like us, we need to work hard.
Also, help your friends and learn how to rest. Lastly, enjoy your
pre-clinical years.



17. Describe yourself in three words.
Funny, flexible, reserved.

18. If there is one word you could use to describe your journey of being a
medical student, what is it?
Addictive, because I’m so in love with Medicine. Every time I learn something
new, I get so impressed. And when I get to understand a whole bunch,
accompanied with good results – it makes me want to do more.

19. Putting aside your studies, what do you enjoy doing?
To spend time with my housemates. We watch movies or karaoke every
weekend. Also,  we go out weekly. Other than that, I also enjoy sewing.

20. Do you have any hidden talents?
Crying in silence? laughs Just kidding. Oh, I can move my ears!

21. Do you listen to music while studying? If yes, what music do you
listen to?
No, because I tend to read aloud while studying. It makes me more
focused and it  improves my pronunciation.

22. If you did not take this degree, what other degrees would you
have considered?

Chemical engineering.

23. If there is one thing you could do in USB before lockdown was
commenced, what would it be?
Go to the wards, and clerk real patients. 



1. What motivated you to excel in these two rotations? 

Firstly, I would say that it’s not only these rotations that I
have excelled. But these were the only ones assigned to me
for my exam. Honestly, my motivation mainly comes from
my love for medicine and surgery. Hence, it drove me to
excel in both rotations.

2. What is the most memorable event that you would like to
share during your days of clerking or clinical years? 
My most memorable time during our clerking days was staying in
the hospital, observing the needs of our patients. At the time, I
had a realization that their needs were not centered only on
receiving medications. They also needed love. I believe that love
can heal problems and possibly, diseases.

3. Which is your favourite posting and why? 

I can’t pick a favorite as I enjoy most of them. However, I can
tell you that I disliked the Psychiatry posting, the most. I find
it hard to understand a patient’s mental health condition as
it does not directly translate into physical actions. Simply
put, it’s different - understanding the theory of mental
health disorders, compared to facing them in a real setting.
My take on this particular posting is that we should be
patient, creative in interpreting thoughts, and most
importantly, giving them no judgment while caring for them.

4. Do you have any habits for success? What are they?

Yes, I do, but it might sound pretty ironic. While studying
on my bed, I usually would multitask by watching some
movies. It has helped me a lot in preventing burnout so
that I can keep going.  

5. Do you prefer studying individually or in groups? 

I prefer study groups because it allows me to cover most
topics in a shorter period compared to studying alone. Also,
I find myself being more disciplined and active when
studying together.

6. What is your most effective studying regime?

Personally, my most effective studying method is that I teach
people the things that I learn. As much as it benefits others, I
believe that it has given me much benefit as well. It allows me to
retain the information better and effectively. Hence, when
approaching examinations, I would only scan through notes
because I have familiarized myself well enough with the topics by
practicing this technique.

Interviewer: Michell Karishma Juelan

Interviewee: Noor Shaminy Ilaiz binti Muhammad Aizat
(Medicine & Surgery Award)



7. Have you ever experienced tough times? If yes, how did you manage to
pull yourself through?
Definitely! One of them is the ODL method as we were introduced to it
during our finals. We did not have the time to adapt to this new
system. Hence, we only had the choice to either cope or flunking our
finals. However, this problem did not affect me as much as my family’s
situation did. As a family-oriented person, my tough moments are
mainly family issues such as financial issues, etc. To resolve such issues,
I often reassured myself that this is life. Then, I find ways to earn some
income.

8. Is there anyone whom you look up to that drove you to achieve
such outstanding performance? If yes, who?
Yes, and I’d say it was my dad. He is a businessman;
therefore, it is common to face the ups and downs in the
business world. Back then, I was still in med school, there
were mishaps in his business, affecting our financial
situation. I was constantly worried about it. Yet, as the head
of the family, he did not want any of us to worry about it. I
learned to be a strong person because of his perseverance
through trials of fixing terrible situations.

9. Who pushed you to be the best version of yourself
today?

I can say that it was me, myself, as I think that
my enemy is myself instead of others. I would
usually compare myself with my past
performances and not with others who are
better than me, as this life is an individual
journey. Therefore, this desire to be a better
person than myself of yesterday has pushed me
to become the best version of myself today.

10. Did you ever think you could attain such achievement?
Why?
Somewhere in between no and yes. No, because everyone in
USB has great potential, so it is like competing among the best.
However, I also knew I could achieve this book prize because I
have worked so hard for it. Plus, I believe that God has gifted
me with such achievement knowing how hard I have worked
for it since the day I stepped foot into med school.



11. When you heard about the joyful news, what was your reaction?

I was surprised! Back then, after the panels announced who passed their
finals, they proceeded to announce the book prize winners. So, there I was,
standing in front of the faculty - waiting to recite the “ikrar” with my friends.
While waiting, they have announced the winners of the book prize and I was
not aware that there was an announcement of my name. I even had to check
with the panel to confirm that it was me. How embarrassing! After
announcing the winners of the book prize, they announced my name again.
This time, I was beyond excited because I could not believe that I had won two
prizes. At that moment, flashbacks of my hard work from pre-medical years to
clinical years played in my mind - all my efforts paid off well. After the event, I
immediately called my parents - my father teared up with joy knowing his
little daughter passed med school despite many challenges and was also
awarded two book prizes.

12. What are your future plans after graduating?

Firstly, is to complete my housemanship then proceeding to
become a Medical officer. Then, I want to pursue my
Master's degree to become a surgeon. My alternative is to
be an internal medicine specialist.  

13. Do you have any tips/advice for us to follow
your footsteps?
Be brave and don’t be afraid of competing
because life is a competition in itself. You must
also be supportive among your peers by
helping one another when the other is falling
behind. Lastly, enjoy life’s journey and
wherever it leads you to.

14. Describe yourself in three words.
Ambitious, enthusiastic and confident.

15. If there is one word you could use to describe your journey of being a
medical student, what is it? 

Roller-coaster!

16. Putting your studies aside, what do you enjoy doing?

I love watching a bunch of movies and TV series. Sidenote, my all-time
favorite show is Grey’s Anatomy. I even skipped class the whole day during
my first year to simply binge on their second season - not the best habit.
Overall, I like all movie genres but these days I enjoy documentaries on
Netflix.



1. What motivated you to excel in the two rotations?
Before answering this first question, Najwa shyly confessed
that she hadn’t prepared any specific answers; thus, she
worries about her answers not being accepted. However,
after reassuring her that all her responses are valued, she
regained her confidence and proceeded.
For myself, motivation is the most important thing in life.
Unsurprisingly, everyone has their purpose and dreams.
Personally, I am motivated to work hard and strive for the
best. Everyone, myself included, has visualized themselves in
the future. Whenever I do that, I always find my passion and
purpose of entering med school in the first place. Once we
remember our purpose and dreams, we will be motivated
once more and become more passionate about our studies.
Admittedly, I do not want to graduate as an ordinary med
school grad. I want to be a doctor that is above the average.
So, by keeping this dream close to my heart - I am more
motivated to study persistently and excel in my rotations.

2. What is the most memorable event that you would like to
share during your days of clerking or clinical years?

Najwa wanted to explain that once you’ve entered clinical
year there will be plenty of memorable events you'll
encounter - both good and bad. In each posting, the students
will always be intrigued by the many cases as there are not
the ordinary common flu cases. Therefore, she has a lot of
memories that she needed to comb through to pick the best
one. After a while, she finally decided on one - it was when a
doctor asked her to explain to the patient about their
disease and try to convince them to take proper medication. 
I was either in Medicine or O&G posting. At the time, I was
alone as I tend to go round the wards on my own. So, there
was a severe diabetic patient, who had severe cellulitis
resulting in leg amputation. The attending doctor prescribed
insulin via injection. However, the patient was stubborn and
refused. The dietician also tried to convince the patient, but
the patient still refused. Finally, and somehow the doctor
decided to ask me to advise the patient. Mind you - I had to
do this in front of all my colleagues. MO, housemen, and
specialists were all present. So, following my given
instructions, I explained everything thoroughly. I included
every detail and even went as far as drawing a diagram
whilst explaining in hopes that the patient would agree to
take the insulin. In the end, the patient was convinced and
wanted to take the insulin. The doctor quickly thanked me!
At that moment I felt very appreciated. That was one of my
first memorable events in my clinical year. I have many
more, but this is one I cherished.

Interviewer: Ayu Sufia binti Muhammed Sarbree

Interviewee: Nur Najwa Fatini Binti Shamsuddin (Paeds and OnG
Award)



3. Which is your favourite posting and why?
At first, Najwa looked uncertain before declaring that her favorite posting was in her fifth
year of med school. 
Once you begin your fifth year, you generally feel like you know and have mastered the
basics already. Everyone will feel like that. Therefore, once you’ve entered any postings,
they will automatically become your favorite because we already studied and understand
this posting. However, for me, the one at the top of my list is the Medicine posting. This
posting will drive us to think outside the box. We have to read and learn more as we figure
out new ways to solve the problem / find a diagnosis. Medicine posting is different from the
rest because the others have the same, repetitive cases. Medical posting challenges me and
that is why it is my favorite.

4. Do you have any habits for success? What are they?

Firstly, Najwa humbly states that each of her colleagues is successful, each with their own
designated routine that helps them strive for success. 
The first thing about my routine is that I am an early sleeper and an early riser. Every time I
wake up, I always conduct solat tahajud and solat sunat. With this, I obviously prefer
studying early in the morning because I feel most refreshed and eager to learn. Other than
that, I also have a daily plan/schedule and daily goals that I try to accomplish every day.
An example is the number of topics that I planned to cover each day. If I could not check off
all my planned lists for the day (for any reason) - this will only motivate me to study
diligently on the next day. I also consider myself a slow learner. If the average student
needs 30 minutes to understand a topic, I would need about 2 hours to have complete
comprehension. We know ourselves best, and we should act on that knowledge.

5. Do you prefer to study individually or in groups?

Smiling, Najwa declared that this was the best question asked of her. 
The two styles have their pros and cons, and I do both! For my study groups, I have 3 in
total. (1) With my housemates, (2) one for in-between postings, and (3) for the students in
the same posting as I am. For a study group, I will always look for individuals who want to
study. As an example, one of my study groups has four individuals, including myself. They
are (1) Iman - whose clinical skills are above all others, (2) Farhan - who excels in theory,
and (3) Nurin - who has many questions. Due to our study sessions, I can gain an
abundance of knowledge and understand the topics better. Still, I always have to study by
myself first before meeting up with my study mates. Despite having many study groups, I
am used to individual study since my schooling years. Hence, I do prefer studying
individually as a technique. Nonetheless, everyone is different. Some studying regimes may
not work for others.

6. What is your most effective studying regime?
The anchor of my studying technique is to have a planner or a designated table for all topics!
This way, you can keep track of your process. My housemate actually took the initiative to make
a table for all the diseases/disorders according to rotations. She even added an extra column as
a progress tracker! My roommate would try to cover each topic approximately thirty times! On
the other hand, thirty is too much for me. So I only aim for ten revisions for each topic!



7. Have you ever experienced tough times? If yes, how
did you manage to pull yourself through?

Najwa looked gloomy as she faced the question, probably reminiscing on it. 
I have had my fair share of tough times in med school, in every category too. Family,
friends, relationships, and even finance. However, I am the type who forgets my
troubles after cooling down. I neutralize my issues by watching TV programs such as
Shin-chan. After watching an episode, I feel better and move on. Anyway, I don't
prefer letting my problems affect other aspects of my life, such as my academic
progress. I consider myself to be good at compartmentalizing.

8. What is the one life lesson that has built you up when you feel down? 

"If you have to fail, fail the small exams!" Najwa exclaimed with laughter.
 I once failed one of my pediatrics posting examinations. Of course, when you
fail an exam, you will feel sad and disappointed. As soon as I got back, I called
my lecturer, Dr. Masri, who was very comforting, and my father. My father
told me that we should learn from our mistakes and move on. It does us no
good to dwell on the past because time is always moving. So, just learn from
it and move on. Again, if you fail, make sure it is the small exams. Laughs

9. Is there anyone whom you look up to that drove you to achieve such an
outstanding performance? If yes, who?

She was a tad bit confused about who we referred to in the question. But,
after clarifying that it could be anyone – she explained that academically,
it would be her lecturers and her roommate. 
My roommate Shaminy (another one of our high achievers) is a very
bright student. She is easily the best among the best. Her memory and
understanding are outstanding. Every time I see her studying, I will
become motivated to do the same. I hoped that we could succeed
together! (Thankfully, they did! - Neocardia)



10. Who pushed yourself to be the best version of
yourself today?

Slightly looking embarrassed, Najwa asked us if she
could answer this question by naming herself. 
I feel like I push myself the most rather than relying
on being motivated by others. Laughs

11. How are you coping with your studies amidst MCO?
Learning during MCO is very difficult. I think most of
my peers would relate when I say learning/studying at
home gives too many distractions such as family,
chores, the internet, etc. However, as I was in my 5th
year, I was well aware of how much I needed to study
and cover our topics which were worth five years of
med school. Even more so, as I was in medical and
surgical posting at the time. Nonetheless, I was able to
conduct my study sessions by rigorously following my
daily study schedule. Also, I coped by having study
group sessions with my peers frequently.

12. Do you prefer ODL or the usual face-to-face (F2F)
learning system?

What do you think I prefer? Laughs
Of course, I prefer physical classes compared to ODL! The
knowledge from a physical class could be absorbed almost
automatically. We can also view responses and reactions
from our lecturers and peers instantly! (In response to our
technique, case presentation, etc.)
During ODL, all we can see is the screen and hear the
lecturer speaking rather than teaching. That is why I prefer
physical classes, especially during clinical years.

13. Did you ever think that you could attain such
achievements? Why?

It's funny because we know ourselves best. To be honest, I am
an average student, compared to many of my much smarter
peers. So to answer the question, no, I never thought that I
could obtain that award! Because, in reality, I was just lucky. I
say this because, before the professional exam, I was always
practicing with my housemates 24/7. During the exam, it is
pure coincidence that what we were practicing came out.

14. When you heard about the joyful news, what was your
reaction?

I received the news when the announcement came for all of our
results. When the news came, it is adequate to say that I was truly
shocked. To tell you why - you see, before the examination - there
was a glitch. Initially, I was assigned to a Surgery case. At the last
moment, I was assigned an O&G case instead! When it came to
O&G, I did not study much except for the practice I have done with
my housemates. As soon as I got back from the exam, I cried
because I don't believe I did well. So, when I got the news about
the award, I really could not believe it. Chuckles



15. What are your future plans after graduating?
While waiting for housemanship, I hoped to work part-time in a preferably
clinical environment.  I want to have the experience and exposure to a working
clinical environment before heading into housemanship. Plus, I’ve never
worked part-time before.

16. Do you have any tips/advice for us to follow in your footsteps?
Always have a daily planner and set goals for yourself each day so that you can
study persistently. Also, if possible, try and maintain a healthy relationship between
lecturers, seniors, and batchmates.

17. Describe yourself in three words.

Disciplined and hard-working. The third description could be provided by
Neocardia. I’m too shy!
(Neocardia would like to propose funny! Najwa really made us laugh
throughout the whole interview. Parts of which we were not able to
include!)

18. If there is one word you could use to describe your journey of being a
medical student, what is it?
Of course, a roller coaster. It is always up, down, up again and down again! Laughs

19. Putting your studies aside, what else do you enjoy doing?
During my pre-clinical years, I always played badminton with my housemates.
We would play badminton daily! Truth be told, whenever we finish classes, no
matter how stressed out we are, we always end the day happy due to our
badminton evenings. Also, I watch TV shows like Shin-chan and SpongeBob
every day. Laughs

20. Do you have any hidden talents?
No. I am a very ordinary person. I can’t draw or play an instrument. I am not
talented in any sport. Just average. I do have karaoke sessions with my
housemates, but I can’t sing at all! Laughs

21. Do you listen to music while studying? If yes, what music do you listen to?
During my pre-clinical years, I did not do so. But recently, I have started to do so. I
don’t give attention to the music - it acts as background noise. They are mostly
songs my housemates sing when we karaoke. So, they are mostly songs played on
the radio. chuckles

22. If you did not take this degree, what other degree would you have considered?

To be honest, I wouldn’t consider any other degree. Medicine has been my dream since
I was a child. Plus, in my humble opinion, it is far superior to any other degree.
Although, in the beginning, during my pre-clinical years, I did feel regretful about my
choice to be here. Yet when I entered my clinical years, I regained my passion for it
again. And here we are.

23. If there is one thing you could do in USB before the lockdown commenced, what
would it be?
Definitely to have karaoke sessions with my housemates again. I missed that. It’s the
only time where you could see the person you are living with. Not a house filled with
medical students but a bunch of girls who cannot sing. Laughs





In the hands of a poet,
Love is a variety of beautiful and dark things.

In the hands of a poet,
Your name may be wind chimes or the scream of a banshee.

In the hands of a poet,
Your actions are either of sin or valour.

In the hands of any other poet,
You are just someone to be played.

As that’s what we do with our toys and words.

But,

If that poet was me,
Love is nothing but light and forever long bliss.

If that poet was me,
Your name is in sync with my steady heartbeat.

If that poet was me,
Your actions are as soft and graceful as the summer breeze.

If that poet was me,
You are love, and neither words nor I can simply play with
you.

I N  T H E  H A N D S  O F  A  P O E T

— L.M.



It’s ridiculous
To know you are missing someone you have not met. 

An ache that does not go away with time 
because there is no pain in missing someone you don't have
memories with. 

To miss their could-be scent, the non-existent memories of
them, and their whole presence in your life,

Despite not knowing who they are or even if they are even
out there. 

It’s weird. Dishearteningly weird. To miss someone you are
so unsure of their existence.

But it is more ridiculous that I’m waiting. 
Waiting for them to tumble into the spot I definitely have

reserved for them. 

R I D I C U L O U S  

— A.I.



A cry of life was let out
At the crack of dawn
Through the crusade of a selfless woman
In the absence of a fatherly figure
The mother look at the little one, lovingly

A cry of agony was drawn
In the afternoon
When the lad has just started cycling
The mother look, proudly
For the child has grown up
And accomplish yet another milestone

A shriek of happiness was let out
In the morning which smell
Delightfully with fresh, newly-brewed coffee
The lad has just secured his place in college
The mother look, elatedly
For she believe that sunny days seem to be
ahead of them
By dint of their hard work

 

S A U D A D E



A holler was received by the lad
The lad answered indifferently
To the series of eccentric questions the mother
asked
The mother - being a tactful mother that she is
and has always been
Sighed in subtlety
Which was not discerned by her, now, aloof
son

A journey initially consisted of them, both
Has now parted in two ways
With the aging mother - piped down in her own
solitude 
In view of her son’s comfort & her wretched
heart
And the son - continued to climb the corporate
ladder 
At the expense of his mother’s joy & solace
She had to assimilate to her current, sudden
desolation
And continue to persevere, with the amount of
life she’s left with
She looked forlorn
For the only love of her life has now, 
Slipped away from her being

— Lady A



I am too tired to sandpaper my edges
or cut off little parts of me 
I am too tired to scream 
And I am too tired to cry by a broken heart 

I just want you to fit so perfectly to my
curves, solving this puzzle as you were

meant to.

E D G E S

— A.I.

My mind is busy
With little and big things.
That matters and doesn't.

But sometimes
I noticed..
during the softer parts of the day
You’d sneak into my mind
As a trespasser does
Just passing by.

It makes my day

S O F T

— A.I.



Dark sky cover the day
As my feeling
And bonding
Slowly drifted away
From my friends and foes
Who came across
In my life today

It may be a year
It may be an hour
It may be a minute, a second we met
But for each memory you all gave
I said it can be eternal
For me who treasure it

Tears and fears everywhere
Alone, cold and cruel climb up
The stairs
But each of your kindness
Light up each other path
For those who want achieve success

We may be strangers again
Because we have been apart
But
We can be more than friends
Because apart make us feel
more appreciative

A P A R T  

— Yusuf Ng



“I wished you didn’t try,” she sobbed.

“I wished you didn’t make me think-,” the words seemed to gargle
at her lips. Incoherent.

“That we were possible or even more maddening - that we were
perfect,” the words were spatted out, but her mind was still filled
with sludges of emotions she couldn’t digest. 

“I was doing fine.” 

“I was doing fine before you had the audacity-,“

“How dare you make me fall for you, and pull on the stupid
parachute and bail on me.” 

If she was not crying herself dry, she would have given herself a
pat on the back and ran to Nathan for what she thinks is a superb
analogy. 

“I didn’t have one on. You didn’t warn me. How could you-”

She sobs hard. Screw being dignified. Screw being perfect. She was
never perfect, but she thought, no, she assumed that it didn’t
matter… because he wasn’t either. 

They fit, she remembered. Or maybe it was the intimacy dulling
her own mind. Dulling the sharp pointed fences she had on. He
could now easily go over them and leave as he wished. 

Just one little hop to leave. 

And that was on her. 

How could she have chosen to be her own demise. 

Because love, for Ely, was a burden. But he made it feel as if it was
a gift. 

She looked at the beautiful boy in front of her, ‘what is he so
beautiful for?’, and saw his crestfallen face - and she had felt
disgusted that she even felt sorrow for putting it on his face. 

M O N D A Y S  A R E  F O R  H A T I N G ,  N O T  F O R  B E I N G
B R O K E N



Ely was not on her knees but she felt like she was with the way
everything in her chest feels broken and cracked. 

The heartbroken girl does not wish for a restart, or a different choice.
She was just tired, so, so tired. 

She was twenty-eight years old (twenty-whopping-eight for God
sakes), and alone again. 

But this time, loneliness crept to her side and it terrified her because
it was never a problem before, it was never there. But now - she could
feel the shadow of loneliness closing in by her side as if she had
invited him for tea.

How could he make her feel so lonely, when he was standing right
there. 

He was too polite to leave, but she couldn’t make herself move. 

If this was a game, it felt as if the game was on hold. 

She knew he wouldn’t leave her alone but by By God, she wished he
did. But she doesn’t want to see him walk away, but she couldn’t
move either, for the love of God. 

“I never wanted to see you like this,” he whispered, missing only a
crack. 

“And only God knows how in love I am with you, but,” he stopped.  

“That’s why I can’t do it. I can’t be broken by you.”

He took a breath, “I am too scared to love you and you deserve more
than a coward.”

A girl who never thought love was a part of her equation, and a boy
too scared of it to let it into his life wholly.

— L.M.



Ashraf yanked her tudung in the mens’ toilet.

This was one of the days where bullying went a bit too far, her (fortunately)
spending money on her food before the whiny devil and his minions come to
destroy her peace. Being the new girl in a supposedly religious school makes
hiding hideous acts like these much easier than an average school.

“I’m going to teach you a lesson.” His hand pushed her head towards a toilet
bowl in a forceful manner.

Her head was inches away from the fate of drowning. The transparent water
swirled tauntingly at her, tears obstructing her vision. Will this be her last
view? With an effort to retaliate, she raised her head to save herself. 

But his grip was unrelenting too.

Ali laughed behind his friend. Now her face was at the level of the rim seat,
inches from dipping into a nightmare.

As her head was about to descend into the dirty water, the bell rang. A
frustrated groan came from the devil himself. He released his grip from her
head and ushered his croons to get out.

“Time’s up. We can’t be late to class.”

If there was a time she believed that Allah saved her, it would be this.

She exhaled a breath of relief and quietly crept out of the boy’s toilet, shaking
uncontrollably with her vision blurred from tears.

A fragile vase was toppled over by a ball, leaving a large crack behind.

—

She smiled gleefully as she heard from her friend that the school were starting
taking orders for the batch hoodies of Thornhill.

It was a dream for her to have her initials embedded on her left chest of her
maroon hoodie as her back will be covered with the names of all of her
batchmates that she will remember as a beautiful memory. LEAVERS 18.

Yet of course, her wish never came true. 

P I E C E S



She asked Demi if she could help with getting the form and let her dad’s
friend handle the rest of the parcel delivery. Yet no one helped her and
declined a simple offer. 

Alas she bitterly looked at her friend’s pictures all of them flexing their
maroon hoodies. Her father could only look at her with sympathy. 

“It’s okay akak. Even I am surprised none of your friends helped you, even
though you treated them and missed them like they are God.”

She looked blankly at the wall filled with farewell cards and a banner of her
friends’ name from abroad. With a dull pain on her chest, she took them all
and hid it away at a hidden place.

—

“Are you still in contact with your friends abroad?”

Her mind immediately pictured Demi’s face. But her heart didn’t longed for
her the way it used to be years ago.

Some flames cannot be rekindled when doused with water.

In a cozy 3:00 a.m. she snuggled on her bed, looking at her online companion
who was also staring at her with a thin smile.

Demi finished talking about anime, but she didn’t watch the same anime as
her friend does, so silence grew between them. Why isn’t she saying anything
other than anime? At least she wanted to hear her updates in university or her
personal life.

A dull pain of realisation seared across her heart; she wasn’t physically there
for Demi anymore.

By the end of the first awkward call, the silence spoke it all; both of them
moved forward. All was left were memories of how close they used to be before
a long distance relationship weakened the chemistry between them. 

There was another small crack at the side of a fragile vase.
__

“Ah! I remembered learning this when I was in the UK.” She clapped both of
her hands enthusiastically. It brings her pleasant memories, even though she
had no intention of going back to the place anymore. 



Some of her friends shared a look. Unbeknownst to them, she saw it in a flash.

 And she knew what it meant. A dull pain seared across her chest, yet she
ignored it and continued helping her group as usual in ELC.

The vase wobbled as a gust of wind flew by.

How did she maintain her cheerful, oblivious persona throughout the day? By
lying to herself, of course. Later that night, invisible demons haunted her
thoughts with facts that left her vulnerable to the cold air in her room.

She never shuts up about her story in the UK, huh?

The vase was slowly pushed onto the edge of the table.

Show off.

Gravity engulfed the vase as it descended agonizingly to its demise.

Whatever, her English is not that good anyways. Overrated.

The fragile vase fell into pieces.

In the next morning, she stared at herself in the mirror full of disdain.
Although the fury inside of her grew into a poisonous monster, she did not
dare to punch the wall beside her as her roommate was sleeping comfortably
in the room. A single tear rolled down her cheek. Hiding a depressing persona
behind a boisterous one was very exhausting. 

Silently, she wore her mask and headed to her next class.

And a piece of cloth was used to cover the scene.

—

Apparently she was not welcomed anywhere. She remembered how she was
ridiculed by someone that despised her back in England over her origin, no
one helped her or even bothered in helping her when she needed someone the
most. Some Malaysians being salty over the fact that she only shared her
memories of England to reminisce about them. 

She sighed and closed her eyelids that watered with unrelenting tears.

A large shard of broken vase lingered between her numb fingers.



She kept her distance from the girls. The distance between her and her friends
grew over a small mistake she made. An accumulation of her flaws followed by
her insensitivity triggered a cascade of unnecessary awkward episodes for a
month.

 She lost her appetite, her focus wavered as depressive thoughts ran across her
mind like flying arrows. At that time, no one dared to approach her as she
made it obvious that she wants to be left alone. 

Her roommate was there for her when she was at her weakest, being a great
listener to her daily reports. She turned paranoid. 

“I have always seen you saying that they are your everything, but in reality that
does not apply to them.”

Something stomped onto the broken pieces of what used to be a fragile vase.

How long does she have to suffer like this?

What was the whole point of being by their side? What was the reason they
invited her to places? What was the point when she lent a helping hand,
wasting time sharing stories and tears only in return to be bitten by the one
that she cared a lot?

More hazardous tiny pieces were scattered across the floor.

What was the point of being a likeable person if there are still others that don’t
like her presence? She lived in a world where people around her never cease to
stop harming her; forcing her to reveal her true self.

After all, she had so many secrets.

She grabbed the mask she wore on her face and strike it against the floor. A
tired grin etched on her lips as she felt the burden on her shoulders lifted.
Looks like being nice is not going to work anymore, not after she faced the
bitter truth. She smiled less, isolated herself while learning.

She left the scattered hazards be. People cried in pain and discomfort. 

Being quiet in lectures made her feel empty, but this was the price she had to
pay for her mistake. Thus, a whole new level of silence dawned upon the class
at the beginning of the second semester. She sat in front of the class feeling
left out, silently blaming herself for being an unlikeable person. Both sides of
the party exaggerated the small problem into an uncontrollable wildfire.



And she turned a blind eye on them.

She unlocked the door to her room, energy draining out more than
usual. She sighed, hoping that everything will turn back to normal
the next day.

—

It was the end of the year.

She smiled as she made a new status with the question; Any last
words before 2020?

A few hours passed and she got several responses, yet one particular
response caught her eye.

“I am sorry for everything that I ever do to you since I ever knew
you”

It only took her to blink twice to make her cheeks wet with unshed
tears.

A broom swept over the shards of harm and thrown into the bin.

It’s time to make a new vase. 

— Anonymous  



I build a wall around me thinking it will protect me
from the devilish temptation. However, as the time
passes, I felt entrapped and suffocated in my own
wall. It became smaller and smaller each day, less
oxygen breathes in and lesser sunlight sneaks
through the small hole. Each day passes with regrets
and guilt entangled around me making it impossible
to think of the next day. Wishing it will end.

But to no end do I see the darkness, it keeps on
crawling nearer and nearer each day taunting and
haunting me down. Goosebumps broke out all over
my body and my eyes go wild as it felt closer. No
matter which door I open, the next puzzle popped
out and confusion follows. As the sun disappears and
sky growing dark, I felt deserted and frightened by
my perception towards the world. Drowning in my
own thoughts and when the cold air brushes my
cheeks, a sudden realisation of emptiness felt in the
chest.  

Days felt longer than usual and nights were ice cold.
Living as a walking dead, chained in the cage trying
to find a pinch of motivation as I move forward every
day. Each step was undeniably difficult and heavy.
My heart screams in silence, hoping for a hand.
Again, wishing the struggling will end soon. 

Some days were heavily blues and some days were
filled with distraught views of life. 

Is it too late for a chance to be contented?

B I R D  I N  A  C A G E  

— Anonymous  
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